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Abstract

Historical relations in the XV century between Montenegro since the Middle Ages known 
as Zeta, and the Albanians whose country in the Middle Ages was called Arbëri / Albani 
recorded many numerous events. Their relations conditioned by their neighborhood and 
the circumstances of the time, both these countries had pronounced political and economic 
problems with Venice. Venice, the most powerful state in the Adriatic Sea, had conquered and 
ruled important coastal places in both Montenegro and Albania. Also Zeta and Arberia in the 
XV century were found in the strong connection of the Ottoman conquests. 
In the XV century, Montenegro, was led by the most powerful and influential Albanian family 
of Gjurasheve (who are also known as Cërnojevic) in the years 1427-1516, while Upper Albania 
was led by the Kastrioti family in the years (1415-1468)
From the beginning of the XV century, the prominent Albanian prince, Gjon Kastrioti, 
established extensive principalities in Upper Albania, Dardania (Kosovo) and the medieval 
Lower Dibra, which included today’s Pollogunand the hills and mountainous provinces that 
surround this fertile area, such as the Sharr highlands, etc. The principality of Gjon Kastriot 
owned important cities and economic roads from the port of Shufada to Prizren. With the 
ownership of the port of Shufada at the mouth of the river Mat, it was possible to trade with 
the main partner the city of Kotor in Montenegro.  Their neighborly cooperation was crowned 
with the marriage of Stefan Cernojevic (Gjurashin) to the daughter of Gjon Kastriot Mara, 
Skanderbeg’s sister. The cooperation between princes Gjon Kastriot and Stefan Cernojevic 
was also built in defense of common interests in the fight against the Ottoman occupation in 
years 1428-1430.
After the death of Gjon Kastriot, the Albanian principality was led by his son Gjergj Kastrioti-
Skanderbeg in the years 1443-1468. Skanderbeg also had good economic and political relations 
with the prince of Zeta (present-day Montenegro) Stefan Cernojevic (Gjurashi), who ruled in 
the years 1451-1465.
In the middle of the XV century the powerful feudal lord of Montenegro, Stefan Cernojevic, 
managed to establish his control between Moraca, Lake Shkodra, Pashtrovic and Budos. As 
the most powerful manor in Zeta, Stefan began negotiations with the Republic of Venice, 
which recognized him as the legitimate ruler of Zeta.
Relations between Skanderbeg and Stefan Cernojevic were close. Stefan Cernojevic, was a 
participant in the Assembly of Lezha in 1444 which was organized by Skanderbeg.
In the war of the Albanians against Venice in 1447/48 due to the city of Deja, Skanderbeg was 
helped by some soldiers of Stefan Cernojevic. In 1448 Skanderbeg made important victories 
on the Drini River against the Venetian army. Skanderbeg’s Albanian forces entered Zeta, and 
reached as far as Tivar, where the Albanians of Tivar joined Skanderbeg’s army. However, 
there were other Albanian nobles who did not join Skanderbeg but sided with the Venetians 
and influenced the Venetian army to conquer the Highlands of Tivarit. The war between 
Skanderbeg and Venice ended with the agreement of year 1448.
Skanderbeg had set up a diplomatic mission in the medieval territory of St. Mary of Rotac 
near Tivar, under the Archbishopric of Tivar, in a seaside locality inhabited by Albanians. 
He was Gjergj Pelini, from the city of Novo Brdo in Kosovo, when he entered the service of 
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Skanderbeg, as abbot of this monastery (1438 - 1463) from 1448 he also performed the functions 
of Chancellor of Skanderbeg for relations with Venice.
At the time of the great Albanian resistance in 1466 in defense of Kruja, the center of the state of 
Skanderbeg, against the Ottomans, Gjon Cërnojevic with 15,000 fighters who were mobilized 
under the supervision of Venice, helped the Albanian resistance.
At the time of the Ottoman invasions on the city of Shkodra 1474-1478, the Albanian resistance 
was also aided by the military forces of Gjon Cernojevic who as a vassal of Venice attacked the 
Ottoman military forces at important road points from where the Ottoman supply caravans 
came, being caused great damage to the Ottoman army. In 1478, the Ottomans conquered the 
city of Shkodra, Drishti and Zabjak, the residence of Gjon Cernojevic, with which he left for 
Italy. After the death of Sultan Mehmed II, and the weakening of the Ottoman Empire, Gjon 
Cernojevic returned to his  homeland but now as a vassal of the Ottomans. His headquarters 
were now in Cetinje. One of his sons, Stanisha, who is also the last ruler of the Cernojevic 
family in Zeta, converted to Islam and took the name Skanderbeg, in memory of his uncle 
Gjergj Kastrioti-Skanderbeg. After the death of Skanderbeg Cernojevic, the province of Zeta 
rejoined the Sanjak of Shkodra.
These historical facts speak of historical aspects of the relations between Skanderbeg and Zeta, 
which were created depending on the political situation. On the whole, Skanderbeg’s relations 
with the ruler Stefan Cernojevic were built on the interests of the war against the Venetian 
occupiers in 1430-1448 and the Ottomans in 1466-1467, 1477 and 1478. 

Keywords: Zeta, Arberi, Montenegro, Albania, Gjon Kastrioti, Skanderbeg, Stefan Cernojevic, 
Skanderbeg Cernojevic, Venice, Ottoman.

Introduction

The name Zeta means the territory around the river Zeta, from which it takes its name. 
(Gelcich, 2009, 18) Zeta, as a geographical concept, during the XIV centurywas divided 
into Lower Zeta and Upper Zeta. Lower Zeta stretched along the Adriatic coast, from 
Budua to St. Shirgj on the Buna River, while Upper Zeta stretched from the Njegoshi 
Mountains above Kotor to the east of Lake Shkodra.(Shuflaj, 2001, 111) In 1400, the 
territories up to Kotor were mentioned within the concept Albania (Arbëri). (Dalipi, 
2012, 47) In this context it is to be noted that the Albanians (Illyrian-Arberians) in the 
Middle Ages and during the Ottoman rule were present in the eastern and southern 
part of present-day Montenegro, so much so that the writers of the time, people 
of the royal court of Rashës, as K. Filozofi XV century, the coast of Zeta is called 
“Arberian” territory (арбанска земла) the place of Albanians. (Berisha, 2017, 248) It 
is likely that the name Zeta is of Albanian (Arberian) origin and has been used by all 
those who, “see in the Albanians the true descendants of the old Illyrians, who were very 
widespread in the North...,” (Gelcich, 19) According to the researcher M. Shuflaj Zeta 
and Northern Albania represented one “separate biological units: they were united by the 
same connection, the same Illyrian blood and the same historical vicissitudes”. (Berisha, 249) 
Zeta and Tsar Dushani himself, in a letter of 1349, considers Zeta as part of Albania 
(Arbëria). (Drançolli, 2008, 172) According to a Ragusa document, which came out in 
1443, Podgorica is included in the framework of the Arbëri concept. (Drançolli, 172) 
Even the Venetians, who owned several coastal cities on the southern Adriatic, see 
Zeta as part of the vast arberia. Thus, a clue that came out of the Venetian office in 
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1440 says: “Budua and  Zeta and other places of Arberia”. (Drançolli, 173)
The name Zeta is defined more or less, the same territory, which in not too distant 
time took its name from the city of Dioklese, whose ruins are seen in the North of 
Lake Shkodra, where Zeta and Moraca join. Today Zeta, and consequently Dioklese, 
politically are nothing but present-day Montenegro, so under this name is meant a 
province geographically very different from the medieval Zeta. 
At the end of the XIV century, the Albanian family (Arbër) Cernojevic (Gjurashi) 
were a noble family in Zeta, since the first decades of XV century to become one of 
the most powerful and influential families of Zeta. 1 From the material known so far 
it is impossible to compile a complete genealogy of the Cernojevics. (Jireček, 2010, 
265)  In the time of the Balshaj, their main possessions were around Llovqen, but 
they also had some villages on the shores of Lake Shkodra. (Rastoder, 2006, 483) The 
founder of the tribe is considered to be Djurasevic, who had three sons: Radic, Stefan 
and Dobrivoje. All of them are mentioned at the end of the XIV century. (Rastoder, 
483) Radic Cernojevic, a prominent man in Zeta, owned property in the Zeta part 
of Llovqen. At the time of the weakening of the Arberian Principality of Balshaj, 2 

and when George II Strazimir Balsha, in 1392 due to the conflict with the Ottomans, 
Radic managed to conquer Budva. Radic was then declared the owner of Zeta, and 
the Republic of Venice granted him Venetian citizenship. (Jireček, 266) Radiçi had 
to return the lands he occupied on the occasion of the return of George II Strazimir 
Balsha. Until the conflict between him and George, he came in the year 1395. Radic 
Cernojevic then occupied the place Gërbal and attacked the city of Kotor which had 
paid George II Srazimir Balsha an annual tribute. In conflict with the army of George 
II Strazimir Balsha, Radic Cernojevic was killed on May 25, 1396. (Rastoder, 266)
Less well known is Gojcin, to whom the Ragusans sent a man in 1398 because of 
trade routes to Serbia. (Jireček, 266) Brothers Gjergj and Llesh (Lexius or Alexius) 
Gjurashevic, probably grandchildren of Gjurash Ilic, are often mentioned as nobles of 
Zeta “Baroness Zente” in the years 1403-1431. Si miq të raguzanëve ata dalin qysh prej 
viti 1403. (Jireček, 267) Gjergj Gjurasheviç, the “duke of sovereign Balsha” together 
with his son, Gjurashinin, was present in 1413 in the establishment by Balsha III of the 
monastery of St. Nicholas of Paskavica in the area of Pashtroviç (Jireček, 267). During 
the last Balsha war with Venice, the Venetians tried to win back these brothers (Gjergj 
and Lesh Gjurasheviç), promising Budva, once even Tivar and Upper Zeta. (Jireček, 
267) Later we see them both in the service of the despot Stefan Lazarevic. In the ruins 

 1  Throughout the Middle Ages, entire provinces and communities, such as Kuçi, Markajt (Markoviçët), 
Pastroviçët, Piperët, Gjurashët (Cërnojeviçët) etj, were Albanieans. (History of the Albanian people The 
Illyrians Medieval Albania under the Ottoman Empire during the Century. XVI - 20s of the Century. XIX, 
Tirana, 2002, 20.
 2  The defeat at Savër severely shook the foundations of the unitary Arberian state of the Balshaj. Thus 
the Principality of Balshaj was divided into three parts: in South Arberia where the widow of Balsha II, 
Komnenën Muzaka, who was not related to Gjergj II Balsha, continued to rule. In Central Arberia, namely 
the city of Durrës, it was recaptured by Prince Karl Topia, but even this one, already under constant 
Ottoman pressure, had lost his former power. The most stable situation occurred in the possessions 
of Northern Arberia, where at the head of which was placed the nephew of Balsha II, respectively the 
son of Strazimir Balsha, George II Strazimir Balsha 1385-1403. He was able to partially get rid of Genta 
possessions. Those of Kosovo, for the most part, fell into the hands of Slavic princes, vassals of the sultan. 
(Kristo Frashëri, Skënderbeu Life and deeds (1405 – 1468), Tirana, 2002, 304).
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of the Kom monastery on an island in Lake Shkodra, the inscription on the tombstone 
of Ljesh Cernojevic, voivode of despot Stefan, is still read even today. (Jireček, 267)
Historical evidence for the beginnings of the Kastriots show that in the first part of 
the XV century, when the power of many powerful Albanian princes like Topiaj and 
Balshaj was constantly weakened, the Kastriot family came to power until it became 
one of the greatest feudal princes in Albania.
At the end of the 14th century, the Albanian Principality, Gjon Kastrioti established a 
large principality in Upper Albania. In the beginning it extended to most of Dardania 
(Kosovo) and to the medieval Lower Dibra, which included today’s Pollog and the 
hills and mountainous provinces that surround this very fertile plain, such as the 
Sharr highlands, etc. Documents of the beginning of the XV  century show the deep 
northern extension of the possessions of Gjon Kastriot. In 1406 Gjon Kastrioti appears 
for the first time in documents of Venice and Ragusa as an important partner in 
relations with foreign countries; his ambassadors went to foreign countries and their 
ambassadors came to him. Gjon Kastrioti developed an active foreign policy. The 
main danger he considered the Ottomans, so he approached the Republic of Venice. 
The Republic, seeing the role and empowerment of the Kastriots as its ally, showed 
interest in Gjon Kastriot. Thus, at the beginning of 1410, she accepted the request of 
Gjon Kastriot to have a house in Ulcinj, where he would live with his family, in case 
he left his possession from the side of the Ottomans. 3

In the year 1413, after the end of the war for the Ottoman throne between the sons of 
Sultan Bajazit, Mehmet won, who was proclaimed the sole sultan of the Ottomans. 
Sultan Mehmed I, who from the beginning pursued a hostile policy towards 
the vassals of the Balkan princes, who had long acted freely outside the Ottoman 
pressure. In anticipation of the coming Ottoman storm, Gjon Kastrioti hastened to 
seek the citizenship of the two commercial republics of the Adriatic, to provide, if 
necessary, shelter for himself and his children. The first to respond was Ragusa, who, 
in March 1413, granted Gjon the citizenship of her Republic with all the privileges and 
immunities with which other honored citizens were accepted. 4 Three months later, in 
May 1413, the Lordship (Republic of Venice) granted Gjon Kastriot the citizenship of 
Venice, inside and outside it, with all his sons and heirs. 5 

At the beginning of the XV century, Gjon Kastrioti captured the port of Shufada at 
the mouth of the river Mat and lifted near it salt. We see his political independence 
and the extent of his possessions documented by the trade agreements that Gjon 
Kastrioti had with the Republic of Ragusa. 6 On 25 Fërruar 1420 he signed a trade 
agrement with the Republic of Ragusa. With this agreement, “Gjon Kastrioti vows to 
protect Ragusa traders from traveling safely within his country from Shufadaja on the coast 

 3  Dalipi, Arberia in between, 233. In this house in the city of Ulcinj, in 1469, the wife and son of Skanderbeg: 
Donika and Gjon, have stayed on the way of their emigration to Italy. (Kasem Biçoku, Kastriotet in 
Dardania, Albanica, Prishtina – Tirana, 2009, 12).
 4 Prima pares est de açççeptando dominum Juanum Castrioti in cum omnibus priuilegijis et imunitatibus 
qui bus açççipiuntur alij ciues facti per gratiam. (Hrvatska-Državni arhiv u Dobrpvniku (HR-DADU), 
Reformationes, seria 2, nr. XXXIV (1412 – 1415), fol. 188r). (Gjon Berisha, Gjergj Kastrioti-Skanderbeg in 
the funds of the Dubrovnik State Archive, The Institute of History, Prishtina, 2018, 69).
 5 Quod sit ciuis et extra, cum suis filijs et heredibus. (Frashëri, Skanderbeg, 81).
 6  Selected resources,152, 233.
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to Prizren”. 7 After coming out of the mouth of the river Mat, Gjon Kastrioti continued 
the efforts to extend to the northern coast, because among his partners for the sale 
of grain of Dardania were the cities of Zeta, such as Kotor, etc. (Biçoku, 65) Gjon 
Kastrioti has been described as “the ruler of Bosnia”. (Biçoku, 63) This shows that his 
possessions lay in Upper Arberia, which in the Middle Ages bordered Bosnia to the 
north, and that they bordered on Zeta.  
Seeing the very difficult situation in the face of the Ottoman conquering proximity, 
which in 1415 had conquered Kruja, Gjon in 1417, addressed the Republic of Venice 
with a request to build a defensive fortress in the possessions of Venice, near its 
territory, where also could be sheltered in case of danger. For strategic defensive 
purposes, Gjon also sought Mount Medua and the village of Barbullush in the 
Venetian parts around Lezha. The Republic accepted only the request for his shelter 
in its possessions, in case of danger, so it did not grant Gjon’s requests for defensive 
preparation in the war against possible attacks that were on the verge of the Ottomans.
The cooperation between the Albanian prince Gjon Kastrioti and the Montenegro 
of Cernojevic is concretized with the marriage of his daughter Mara, with Stefan 
Gjurash (Cernojevic), the most prominent prince in Montenegro. (Biçoku, 66) Mara 
Kastriot’s marriage to the ruler of Zeta proves that Gjon Kastriot’s political and 
economic interests were initially linked to Upper Albania and the coastal areas of 
Zeta. Upper Albania was of special importance to Gjon Kastriot and his son-in-law, 
Stefan Gjurash (Cernojevic). These interests contradicted the intentions of the Serbian 
despots of Rasha, who fought hard to gain access to the Albanian coast. The war was 
successful for the Albanians. Serbian despots did not secure a stable exit to the Adriatic 
Sea. In the year 1428 they moved north and moved their capital to Smederevo. At that 
time Gjon Kastriot and Stefan Gjurashi (Cernojevic) strengthened their positions in 
Upper Albania and Dardania. (Biçoku, 66) Even after the death of Gjon Kastrioti, 
the economic and political ties between Skanderbeg and Stefan Gjurash (Cernojevic), 
with Zeta, have been very close.
From the descendants of the Cernojevic family, they had an important political role 
in Zeta, at the beginning of the XV century, descendants of Stefan Cernojevic’s son 
who were Gjuargji and Lesh Cernojevic. Both are mentioned in the period between 
1403 and 1435. Gjuragj Cernojevic had these sons Gjurashini, Kojcini, Stefan and a 
son, whose name is not known. (Rastoder, 484) The most famous among them is 
Stefan Cernojevic who is first mentioned in the year 1426, became the first ruler of 
Zeta. He rules from the years 1451- 1464/65. (Rastoder, 484) Stefani was married to the 
daughter of Gjon Kastriot, respectively to the sister of Gjergj Kastriot - Skanderbeg, 
with whom he had two sons: Gjuragji and Gjoni (Ivan). There is no information about 
Gjuragj Cernojevic and his successors. (Rastoder, 484) Gjon (Ivan) Cernojevic, was 
married to Gojsava, the daughter of Gjergj Arian Komnenos, and then married Mara, 
the daughter of Stefan Vukcic Kosoaca (1469). He had three sons: Gjuragj, Stefan and 
 7 “The trust of my lord, Gjon of my sons, to all the very dear merchants of the city of Ragusa, who wish to 
come to my land in Shufada, or those who wish to trade in my land, or those who wish to cross through 
my land, into the land of Gergj or the despot Sir. And so I have given them the confidence, from the 
moment they arrive on my land in Shufada, if they are harmed or harmed on my land on the road to 
Prizren, I Gjon and my children pay [compensation]...”. (Selected Sources for the History of Albania, II, 
c. VIII-XV, Tirana, 1962, 152, 233).
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Stanisha, as well as two daughters for whom there is no information. (Rastoder, 484) 
In the middle of the XV century, the prince of Zeta, Stefan Cernojevic, managed to 
establish his control over the space between Moraca, Lake Shkodra, Pashtrovic and 
Budosh. As the most powerful in Zeta, Stefan began negotiations with the Republic of 
Venice, which recognized him as the legitimate ruler of Zeta. (Rastoder, 484)
Aspects of cooperation between the Kastriots and Zeta in the XV century, we have this 
since 1428. This year the Ottoman campaign is announced in the areas of Arberia that 
were under the rule of Venice, the coastal areas of Arberia. Sultan Murat II exercised a 
great deal of pressure on Gjon Kastriot in order for him to pave the way to the Adriatic. 
Gjon Kastrioti, on the other hand, made efforts to cooperate with Venice, offering him 
vassality in exchange for preserving the principality. In addition, Gjon Kastrioti did 
his best to attract his northern neighbors to Venice, especially Stefan Cernojevic, who 
also had a son-in-law, the owner of Zeta. Venice was in dire need of an ally in Arber, 
and so promised political asylum to Gjon Kastrioti in case if he needs it, and agreed 
on customs matters. (Shmitt, 2009, 44) Venice, for its part, showed interest only when 
it came to creating an allied defensive belt around the Arber ports, but did not want 
to be embroiled in internal Balkan strife. Thus, in 1429 Gjon Kastrioti survived, but 
in 1430 he was defeated by the troops of the Ottoman ruler Iska Beut. Two castles 
were taken from Gjon Kastriot, while Ottoman troops were stationed in two others. 
(Shmitt, 44) After the invasion, the Ottomans sent their secretaries to make lists of all 
citizens with tax liabilities for the entire Arbëria sanjak. Gjon Kastriot must have died 
on May 2, 1437. We find this notice in a manuscript, where it says: “Mr. Gjon Kastrioti 
passed away from this life ..., in the summer of 1347, in the month of May, the second day.  8 

Even after the death of Gjon Kastriot, the economic and political ties between 
Skanderbeg and Stefan Gjurash (Cernojevic),with Zeta, have been very close..
In the year 1443, after the return of Skanderbeg as a victor in Kruja, among the many 
Arber personalities who wished and expressed welcome was Stefan Cernojevic, from 
Zeta. (Barleti, 1982, 122)  Marin Barleti tells about Skanderbeg’s friendly relations 
with the Cernojevic of Montenegro. “Among the first he came and congratulated 
Skanderbeg after returning to Kruja with fishes as well as money and soldiers”. 
(Barleti, 122)
In its beginnings, 1443 the military forces of Skanderbeg’s liberation war against 
the Ottomans reaped a series of successes. They freed, in addition to Kruja and 
its surroundings, Upper Dibra, Ohrid, the castle of Sopotnica (Sfetigrad), lifted 
northwest of the Monastery and having a very strategic position to control the roads 
connecting Prilep of Monastery with the regions to the west of them. Albanian forces 
also liberated Struga, Kicevo. Also Skanderbeg in the south of Skopje took for the first 
time the possessions of the Kastriots in the mountainous region of Mokra (Jakupice 
mountains). He took control of the important Skopje-Kicevo road. Albanian nobles 
in other parts of the country did the same. In Upper Albania, the castles of Jelica 
(Janipazar - New Bazaar) and Zvecan must have been taken by the Spanet, while 
the Peja region by the Dukagjins. (History of the Albanian people, 400) Even Stefan 
Gjurashi (Cernojevic) did not stand idly by. With the support of Skanderbeg, Stefan 
 8  This document once belonged to the Hilandar Monastery, which is now preserved in the Rumyancovski 
Museum in Moscow. (Berisha, Gjergj Kastrioti-Skanderbeg, 166).
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became stronger, expanded the boundaries of his possessions and made Zhabiak as 
their capital. (History of the Albanian people, 401).
Skanderbeg managed to convince the Albanian feudal lords, demoralized by previous 
failures to put aside their differences and unite in a single combat front against the 
foreign enemy. He united the Albanian princes in the Assembly held on March 2, 
1444 in the Cathedral of St. Kolli in Lezha. The assembly was attended by the most 
prominent Albanian nobles: Arianit Golem Topia, Andrea Topia together with his 
two sons Komnini and Muzaka, and grandson Tanush Topia, Gjergj Stres Balsha, 
Nikolle and Pal Dukagjini, Lekë Zahria, Pjetër Spani, Lek Dushmani. In the Assembly 
of Lezha 1444 Barleti writes, in which participated “Stefan Cernojevic, the ruler of 
Montenegro, together with his sons Gjoni and Gjuragj, very worthy of such a father”. 
(barleti, 94) Stefan Cernojevic had a large Albanian population in his possession 
(Malltezi, 1989, 20).
At the time of the conflict between Venice and Alfonso V of Naples, Stefan Cernojevic, 
a few days after the Assembly of Lezha, entered into talks with Venice and requested 
from Venice to take villages and agricultural land around Lake Shkodra. In July, in 
the year 1444 the two Cernojevics received Venetian citizenship. (Shmitt, 81) The 
Kastriot family also asked to receive the Venetian citizen, and Skanderbeg and his 
brother Stanisha were granted this citizenship (Shmitt, 81).
With the death of the Albanian nobleman Lekë Zaharisë, 9 the city of Dejë, an important 
Arberian center, passed into the hands of Venice. Boska, mother of Lekë Zahari, 
together with her two grandchildren, Pal and Lekë Dukagjini, handed over Deja to 
the Venetians. Although it was planned to take Deja, by Nikolle Dukagjini, he failed 
to do so, because the aristocratic nobility of the city of Deja, thanks to the connections 
they had with the Venetian prince of Shkodra, the city of Deja fell into the hands of 
the nobility Venetian troops of Shkodra, before the army of Nikolle Dukagjini arrived 
there, who on this occasion they occupied only the villages connected with the castle. 
(Frashëri, 148) The fall of Deja into the hands of the Venetians is a great loss not only 
for Nikolle Dukagjini, but also for the League of Lezha. As early as the summer of 
1446 Nikolle Dukagjini undertook fierce attacks for the conquest of Deja, which led to 
the aggravation of relations with Venice (History of the Albanian people, 409).
The conquest of Deja was a wedge that made it difficult to unite the northern regions 
with other Arberian territories for which Skanderbeg and the League of Lezha of 
the year 1444 were engaged. 10  The capture of Deja by the Venetians was opposed 
by Skanderbeg and he took concrete action on the issue of Deja. Skanderbeg was in 
 9  And since Lekë Zaharia had no children, Lekë Dukagjini organized his assassination in the well to 
make it easier to conquer the castle of Deja. The time of murder of Lekë Zaharia is the time from 1445 
to 1447. The most credible is a decision of the Senate of Venice on January4, 1455, where Lekë Zaharia 
is mentioned as the former god of Deja. (Kristo Frashëri, Skënderbeu Life and deeds, Tirana, 2002, 148).
 10  On March 2, 1444 in the Cathedral of St. Kolli in the city of Lezha, gathered the most prominent Albanian 
princes such as: Skanderbeg, Gjergj Arianiti, Andrea Topia, Gjergj Stres Balsha, Nikolle and Pal Dukagjni, 
Pjetër Spani, Lekë Zaharia, Teodor Muzaka, Gjurashi (Cërnojeviçi), Lekë Dushmani etc. The Assembly 
decided that the unification of the Arbërs should take the form of a League, known as the Beslidhja of 
Lezha. It was a political and military alliance. Skanderbeg was elected its chairman, and the Assembly 
of the members of the League became the highest decision-making institution, which would meet from 
time to time on important issues. Through the Assembly, the unification of all Arbërs was realized and 
expressed. (The history of the Albanian people, 403).
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very strong friendship with Lekë Zaharia. 11 Venice, fully recognizing the situation of 
the Arberian princes, in order to divide them, in order to discredit Skanderbeg, had 
opened news that he, in order to take Deja for himself, had hastened the murder of 
Lekë Zaharia and now he was trying to make them hostile the Arberian princes with 
the Venetians. In the autumn of 1447, Skanderbeg, assessing the favorable situation, 
convened a meeting of the Assembly of the League of Lezha and asked its members 
to declare war on the Republic of Venice, in case it would not return the city of Danja. 
Skanderbeg at the meeting was forced to make a public oath that he had no hand in 
the murder of his ally Lekë Zahari. But the Republic of Venice did not return Deja 
to the League of Lezha, and decided to protect it at all costs. At the end of 1447, 
Skanderbeg, along with most of the members of the League, began the hostilities 
against the Venetians. 
The siege of Deja continued for several months. The Venetians faced constant 
Albanian attacks, and in other Albanian cities held by the Venetians. Gjergj Arianiti 
had attacked the city of Durrës. The Albanian forces of the League of Lezha reaped 
successes in the war against the Venetians. During the summer of 1448, keeping 
Durrës and Deja under siege, the military forces of the Leagze headed to the area of 
Shkodra, which was the most important possession of Venice in Albanian lands. After 
crossing the Drin River, on its shores the Albanian League Army faced the mercenary 
army commanded by Danile Juric Sebençini and reaped a brilliant victory. After that 
they went to Shkodra and Drisht.( History of the Albanian people, 409) Albanian 
military troops penetrated deep into the Venetian possessions in Zeta, reached as far 
as Tivar and put in critical condition, even on the eve of capitulation, the Venetian 
military troops. Great merit for this military action had the Albanians of Tivar and 
the surrounding areas who joined Skanderbeg’s forces in the war against Venice in 
1448. (Shmitt, 81) In the liberation of Tivar was carried out by the Merrkotasit, the 
Pashterovics, who were then Albanians, as well as the people of Shkodra, Drishtak 
and Kotor, who at the same time expressed revolt and hatred from the Venetian 
invaders. There are also known ones who did not join Skanderbeg’s military troops 
and moreover they sided with the Venetian invader. (Doda, 2006, 463) Aleks and 
Pjetër Kamsa, were two heads of the province of Poprat, Pjetër Shestani, the head 
of the Tivar Highlands. They were the main causes that Venice managed to conquer 
the Bar Highlands. The Venetian conqueror in the conquest of Ulcinj was joined by 
the Bishop of Ulcinj Jakobi Markoçi (surname Markoçi is related to a brotherhood 
from Pinçi and Pinçjat and Krajes) and the rich Venetian citizen Edom de Pince (this 
surname is related to Pinçin) as well as members of the Kamaca family , Jak and 
Mark. (Doda, 461) 
The situation of the Venetian forces worsened day by day. To get out of the critical 
situation, the Secret Council of the Rogats of the Republic of Venice on May 4, 1448, 
issued a decision that the person who could kill Skanderbeg, would give him a 
high and eternal reward of 100 ducats a year. (Frashëri, 152) The materials of the 
 11 “You all know - said Skanderbeg at the meeting of the Albanian League before starting the war against 
the Republic of St. Mark, what love and what great friendship I had all my life with Lekë Zahari, the death 
of which today, how cruel, as well as sorrowful, has lifted up this whole army.., We by mutual consent 
had this agreement. Whoever dies first, without children, leaves the kingdom to another, and that this 
oath they swore they would never violate.. (Barleti, The History of Life, 110).
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archive of Venice (1448) prove that Skanderbeg intended to undertake a powerful 
action to remove Venice from Bar, Drishti, Shkodra. Although this source has been 
disputed by scholars, there is talk of 10,000 Skanderbeg troops. They were joined by 
the highlanders of the Tivar district against Venetian rule. It is said that the Albanian 
forces had no success in fighting against the Venetian ruler. But the war continued 
in the direction of Ulcinj. In the military operations of the Albanians, some soldiers 
of Stefan Cernojevic, as well as the King of Bosnia Stefan Tomasevic, commanded by 
Stefan Maramonti, joined them (Doda, 459). The participation of the Cernojevics and 
those of Bosnia, testifies to Skanderbeg’s relations and alliance with them. 
Skanderbeg’s involvement in this war was quite significant, where, thanks to his fame, 
he managed to benefit the Arber peasants of the Tivar area. The Venetian conqueror 
called the Albanians who joined Skanderbeg a genuine insurgent rebel peasant. 
(Doda, 460) He considered those of Drishti, Ulcinj and Lezha as such. Therefore, the 
municipality of Bar, through its ambassadors sent to Venice, demanded that all those 
who joined Skanderbeg during his stay near Bar should be punished. It was demanded 
that the peasant tax be levied on wine-related taxes, in order to economically strike at 
the brave and rebellious peasants who wanted to liberate the city from the Venetian 
occupier (Doda, 463).
Skanderbeg’s war against the Venetians in the city of Tivar, echoed in the diplomatic 
circles of the time, failed to continue until the end. Skanderbeg did not stay long in 
the Bar area because he had to retreat to protect the eastern provinces of the country 
from the invading Ottoman army. Skanderbeg with the main part of the army did not 
stay long in the Tivar area. He crossed into the eastern provinces of the country to face 
the Ottoman army which, even at the instigation of Venice, came at these moments 
to put the Arberian forces between two fires. In the areas of Shkodra, Skanderbeg left 
Hamza Kastriot with a part of the forces to continue the siege on Deja and Drishti 
(Biçoku, 2005, 116). 
Skanderbeg engaged in a simultaneous war against the Ottomans and the Venetians, 
as well as his intentions to participate with his military forces in the war with Janos 
Hunyadi who was leading the military troops of the Polish-Hungarian Kingdom in 
the war against the Ottomans, was forced to make agreements with the Republic of 
Venice.
The peace agreement was signed, on October 4, 1448, in the military camp of 
Skanderbeg near Lezha, where other princes of the country were gathered, apparently 
members of the League of Lezha. Megjithatë, në marrëveshje këtu nga pala shqiptare 
përveç Skënderbeu kemi edhe princin Nikollë Dukagjini. Both here represented not 
only themselves, but also the other princes of Albania. They were accompanied by 
Andrea, the bishop of Arberia-Albania, and Gjergj Pellini, abbot of St. Mary of Rotec, 
who at this time served as chancellor of Skanderbeg for relations with the Lordship. 
The Republic was represented by the General Provider of Venice in Albania Antonio 
Venerio and Pal Loredani the count and the Venetian captain of Shkodra. (Frashëri, 
159) The original treaty is preserved in the Archives of Venice. At the beginning of 
the text it says that this peace,“ The brilliant sense of Venice” connected with “the great 
Skanderbeg and other lords of Albania”. 12 According to the treaty of October 4, 1448, Danja 
 12  1448. 4 Octobaris. Pax cum magnifico Scanderbego et aliis dominis Albanie. (Јован Радонић, Ҕурађ 
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remained in Venice, while the Republic provided Skanderbeg and his successors (ie 
only Skanderbeg and not other lords), a pension of 1,400 ducats per year, which 
would be paid on the day of St. Mitrit (October 26); excluded it from the Durrës 
customs tax for 200 horses loaded with salt per year; provided Gjergj Arianiti with 
some commercial privileges he previously enjoyed in Durrës; guaranteed shelter on 
Venetian soil in case Skanderbeg and his allies were expelled from Albania by their 
enemies; gave him cloth for two pairs of clothes a year for the person of Skanderbeg; 
while Skanderbeg, in addition to giving up in favor of Venice from Danja and 
the lands he had conquered on the right bank of the river Drin, would give to the 
Lordship, as a token of homage, two langons and two falcons a year. 13 At the end of 
the text of the treaty it is said that in the camp of Skanderbeg the lords of Albania (i 
signori de l’Albania) decided that Skanderbeg should leave as soon as possible with 
an army as large as possible to join Janos Hunyadi in the campaign that is undertook 
against the Ottoman armies behind the wings. For this purpose, the Albanian leaders 
asked the Lordship to give him, within 15 days, the annual pension of 1400 ducats 
(Frashëri, 160).
So there were interests and efforts between Hunyadi and Skanderbeg to unite 
military forces in the war against the Ottomans. But Skanderbeg due to internal and 
external circumstances will not be able to take part in the battle in Kosovo in the year 
1448. Skanderbeg arrived in Fushë Kosovë at a time when only the battle between 
the Ottomans and the Hungarians had ended with the victory of the Ottoman army. 
Skanderbeg encountered the defeated Hungarian army, which was fleeing the 
battlefield. Skanderbeg encountered obstacles as Gjergj Brankovic had closed all roads 
and paths, with the sole purpose of preventing the unification of these forces with 
those of Hunyadi, on the common front against his “son-in-law”, Murat II. Therefore, 
not to be left unpunished for this crime, Barleti writes: “Skanderbeg, who was on 
the frontier, mourned the defeat and destruction of the Hungarian army, and, “...To 
avenge Gjergj`s unfaithfulness (despot Gjergj Brankovi)), he attacked the despot’s 
enemy territory, set it on fire and destroyed it with a sword throughout”. (Barleti, 
125) Skanderbeg provided food and shelter assistance to the defeated Hungarian and 
Polish military troops. He then assisted in transporting them by boat to the town of 
Ragusa, from where they were able to return to their homelands (Barleti, 125).
The loss of Tivar and Ulcinj, as well as other areas around these cities, then and today, 
represents the tragic part of the population and lands detached from the Albanian 
trunk. Skanderbeg from the beginning of the leadership of the general liberation 
uprising of the Albanians had said that he was “a descendant of the Balshaj and 
wanted the countries that had been theirs”. (Biçoku, 2005, 148)  Foreign scholar 
Antonio Baldaçi claims that Tivar, which was a Roman city, and in the Middle Ages 
then Albanians, has not completely lost its Albanian character, but that Ulcinj has 
remained more Albanian than he (Doda, 464).
Although Skanderbeg lost the war in Tivar, he had set up a diplomatic mission in the 
Кастриот Скендербег u Apбанија у XV Веку (Историјска Граđа) Споменик XCV, Српска Краљевска 
Академија Београд, 1942, 15, dok. 22).
 13 Al perfato signor Scanderbego agni anno veste do de scarlatin. Signor Scanderbo in quella fiada sia 
tegnudo de dar de honoranza ala prefata Signoria do levrieri et do astori mudadi, come se soleva far per 
antiga usanza). (Радонић, Ҕурађ Кастриот Скендербег, dok. 22).
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medieval abbey of St. Mary of Rotec near Tivar, under the Archbishopric of Tivar, 
in a seaside locality inhabited by Albanians. He was Gjergj Pelini, from the city of 
Novo Brdo in Kosovo, who when he entered the service of Skanderbeg, as abbot of 
this monastery (1438 - 1463) from 1448 also performed the functions of Chancellor 
of Skanderbeg for relations with Venice. (Frashëri, 159) In this diplomatic mission, 
Skanderbeg achieved success in accordance with the Dukagjins. In 1458, Gjergj 
Pelini from his abbey in Rotec carried out the diplomatic mission of representing 
Skanderbeg with the Venetians in the agreement reached, with which the Venetians 
were pleased that they had ended the undeclared 10-year war with the Albanians 
under the leadership of Skanderbeg. For the successes achieved, Gjergj Pelini was 
described as “ambassador of the great Skanderbeg”. If Skanderbeg lost its territories 
to the Ottoman Empire, the Senate guaranteed Skanderbeg refuge in the Republic 
of Venice. With this agreement, relations between Skanderbeg and Venice began to 
improve. (Doda, 466)
In 1452, Stefan Cernojevic as a vassal of the Ottomans began the war against the 
Serbian despot Gjuragj Brankovic, who claimed power over Zeta. In mid-1452, the 
units of Stefan Cernojevic and the army of the Serbian despot had a conflict near 
Lake Shkodra. (Rastoder, 485) Stefan Cernojevic’s army wins, manages to clear out 
the Serb despot troops outside Podgorica. After these conflicts, only the Medun castle 
remained in Zeta under the rule of the Serbian despot. (Rastoder, 485)  A few years 
later, this last stronghold of the Serbian government in Zeta will be lost, and with it the 
claims of Gjuragj Brankovi with the regions of Cernojevic. (Rastoder, 485) Remaining 
the last ruler of Zeta, Stefan Cernojevic with an army of Slavic and Albanian units on 
September 6, 1455 in Vranina, with the consent of 51 representatives of the provinces 
of Zeta, recognized the supreme power of Venice. In the oath of allegiance to the 
Republic of Venice that was signed between Stefan Cernojevic and Jovan Bollani, 
Stefan will be called the Grand Duke of Zeta and the representatives of the Zeta 
provinces will be called the Council of Zeta (Rastoder, 485).
In 1461, thanks to the political and military agreement between King Alfonso V of 
Naples and Skanderbeg in 1451, Skanderbeg undertook a military expedition to help 
King Ferdinand of Naples in Italy. On August 21, 1461 Skanderbeg arrived in Ulcinj, 
where he rested and from there left for Ragusa, then to Italy.
At the time of the second siege of Kruja, 1466 Skanderbeg, wanting to be associated 
with the Venetian fleet, was found in Ulcinj. 14 Skanderbeg did not stay long in Ulcinj, 
from where he went to Shkodra. It is possible that Skanderbeg was there to gain 
the support of Gjon Cernojevic. In all likelihood, in the second half of May 1466, 
Skanderbeg was said to have been joined by 15,000 fighters of Gjon Cernojevic, who 
had been mobilized under Venetian rule. (Shmitt, 374) 
This military force in aid of Skanderbeg triumphed over an Ottoman army seeking to 
build a bridge over the Drin River, this certainly happened at the bottom of the river, 
under the castle of Deja. The bridge would serve the Ottomans for the attack against 
Shkodra. Lekë Dukagjini’s military troops fought against the Ottoman army south of 
the mountains of the city of Shkodra (Shmitt, 374).
 14  The commander of the Venetian fleet, Vettero Capello, in the last days of April had received an order to 
patrol the waters of Arberia. (Shmitt, Skanderbeg, 373).
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After the death of Stefan Cernojevic, his son, Gjon Gjurash (Cernojevic) (1465 - 1490) 
took over Zeta.  At first he got so bad with the Venetians that they had put a price 
on his head (April 1465). But finally Gjon Cernojevic re-submitted to the Republic 
through the mediation of Duke Stepan and Skanderbeg, became duke under Venetian 
sovereignty with a salary of 1,200 ducats, based in the Zabjak Castle (1466). (Biçoku, 
271) Despite this agreement, Gjon Cernojevic, under pressure from the Ottomans as 
early as 1471, accepted the Ottoman vassalship and had to pay a tribute of 700 ducats. 
(Rastoder, 486) Venice took Gjon Cernojevic’s reapprochement with the Ottomans 
with concern. Thus Venice offered him some other privileges, to remove him from 
the Ottoman Empire and draw him to his side. Venice in February 1473 gave its 
citizenship to Gjon Cernojevic and his descendants, promising him military aid and 
annual subsidies of 600 ducats. Gjon`s obligation was to organize resistance against 
the Ottomans with the support of Venice, and Venice promised him that in case his 
country was invaded by the Ottomans, it would offer him shelter and security in 
its territory. (Rastoder, 486) Satisfied with this agreement, Gjon Cernojevic stopped 
paying tribute to the Ottomans. The Ottoman attack on Shkodra in 1474, showed 
that this agreement was important for both parties. At the request of Venice, Gjon 
Cernojevic, with a military unit, set off through Cermnica in the direction of Shkodra, 
while the second part of his army headed by boat to Lake Shkodra with a total of 
8,000 men. They came from the unoccupied castles, from the lake of Shkodra, from 
the dangerous straits and gorges and constantly attacked the Ottoman troops and 
their supply caravans, causing severe damage. (History of the Albanian people, 468) 
The Ottomans sent 12,000 troops against him. The fight between them took place 
along Lake Shkodra. Undoubtedly, with the opening of another front in the battle for 
Shkodra, the position of its defenders within the city walls was facilitated (Rastoder, 
486).
Until the beginning of August 1478, the Ottoman troops continuously attacked the castle 
of Rozafa, but without any result and with heavy losses for them. So Sultan Mehmed 
II decided to defeat its defenders through famine by strengthening their siege. For this 
he launched attacks on all other castles near Shkodra, such as Zhabjaku, Drishti and 
Lezha, which served as important bases of shelter and supply for Albanian fighters 
operating outside the castle of Rozafa. Sultan Mehmed II entrusted the conquest of 
the castle of Zhabjak, which was on the shores of Lake Shkodra, to the army of the 
Rumelia. The defenders of Zhabjak, where Gjon Gjurashi (Cërnojeviçi) was based, did 
not resist and handed over the castle to the Ottoman troops. (History of the Albanian 
people, 471) The Institution of Rumelia also conquered the city of Drishti, whose 
citizens were almost completely annihilated. Many Drishtan inhabitants were taken 
prisoner and killed and with this event the history of this medieval city ends. With 
the conquest of Shkodra in 1479 by the Ottomans, many Albanian princes emigrated 
to Italy: like Gjon Cernojevic, Lekë and Nikolë Dukagjini.
With the death of Sultan Mehmed II 1481, and the war between his sons for power, the 
Ottoman Empire entered a political crisis. It was possible for some Albanian princes 
to return to their possessions in their homeland, among them Lekë Dukagjini and 
Gjon Cernojevic, who restored the rule in their properties without difficulty. (Jireçek, 
272) The second government of Gjon Gjurash (Cernojevic) was very different from 
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the first. He had three sons, Gjergji, Stefan and Stanisha. He was forced to become 
a vassal of the Ottomans. The Venetians called it the “subdito et flambulario” of the 
Sultan (Jireçek, 272). After the conquest of the last remnant of Vlatko Hercegovic 
provinces in Risano and Kastelnuovo (1482) the Ottomans also became northwestern 
neighbors of Cernojevic. To ensure his loyalty, Gjon Cernojevic sent his youngest 
son Stanisha to the sultan (1485). Stanisha converted to Islam and took the name 
Skanderbeg, in memory of his uncle - Gjergj Kastriot Skanderbeg. (Rastoder, 488) 
Gjon’s headquarters was not in Zabljak but in Cetina, sometimes in Rijeka. (Jireçek, 
272) An important monument of this period is the monastery of Cetina built by Gjon 
according to the oath taken in Lorteo. The founding document drafted in Rijeka on 
January 4, 1485 by “Gjon Cernojevic, the mayor of Zeta...” on whose seal is the double-
headed eagle. (Jireçek, 273) In the year 1490 Gjon Cernojevic dies. After Gjon’s death, 
Gjergj Cernojevic took power (1490 - 1496). This one had no inclination for power. 
He stood out with interest in the field of culture and literature. He established a 
collaboration with Charles VIII of France. Brother Stefani also stood against. Gjergj 
Cernojevic’s biggest opponent was the Sanjakbeg of Shkodra Feriz Bey who wanted 
to occupy the entire territory of the Cernojevics. Gjergj Cernojevic was asked to leave 
the country within three days, or to go to the sultan. He along with many citizens fled 
from Budva to Venice (Jireçek, 275).
After Gjergj’s escape, his brother, Stefan Cernojevic, ruled (1498 - 1499). The real ruler 
was the sanjakbe of Shkodra Feriz bey. At the time of the conflict between Venice and 
the High Gate (1498 - 1503), Venice was initially defeated by the Ottoman Empire. 
Gjergj Cernojevic tried to use this moment to organize an uprising against the 
Ottomans in his homeland. He did not even have the support of Venice. It seems that 
Gjergj Cernojevic did not represent a great influence that could be expected for any 
success against the Ottomans. Gjergj Cernojevic returned to Kotor in 1500. But now 
he relinquished his rights to his country, in exchange for which the sultan granted 
him property in Anatolia, where he apparently died before long (Jireçek, 276).
Stanisha who converted and took the name Skenderbu, appeared in his homeland 
(1514 - 1528), as Ottoman governor. At this time Montenegro was divided into Shkodra 
and a special sanjak was established based in Zabljak. He called himself “lord of the 
sanjak of Montenegro, of the coastal country and of the whole territory of Diokleas.”. 
(Jireçek, 277) Skenderbe Cernojevic’s seal also bore the double-headed eagle. After 
the death of Skenderbe Cernojevic, there were no descendants of this family; and the 
province of Montenegro rejoined the sanjak of Shkodra (Jireçek, 278).
These facts speak of historical aspects of the relations between the two Albanian princes 
Kastriots in Upper Arbëri (Upper Albania) and Gjurashëve in Zetë (Montenegro), 
which were created depending on the political situation. In general, Skanderbeg’s 
relations with the ruler Stefan Cernojevic were built on the interests of the war against 
the Venetian invaders in 1430, 1448 and the Ottomans in 1466-1467, 1477 and 1478. 

Conclusions

In the XV century in Upper Albania, the Albanian family of Kastriots stands out, 
which had good relations with Zeta and its prince from the Albanian family of 
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Gjurash (Cernojevic). Useful relations of Albanians with Montenegrins helped the 
fight against common enemies, Ottoman and Venetian invaders. In the historical 
assembly of Lezha in March 1444, among many Albanian rulers also participated 
the one of Montenegro, Stefan Cernojevic, who had Skanderbeg’s sister Maren as 
his wife. In 1448 Skanderbeg in the war against the Venetians aimed to expel Venice 
from the city of Tivar, Drishti. In Skanderbeg’s war against Venice in 1448, many 
Albanians in Zeta and many soldiers of Stefan Cernojevic became Skanderbeg’s 
allies. The altogether fight against Venice testifies to Skanderbeg’s good alliance with 
Cernojevic. From these reports of the XV century it is seen that we have good relations 
of Gjergj Kastriot-Skanderbeg with Stefan Cernojevic of Montenegro.
In 1461, Skanderbeg was in Ulcinj from where he continued his way to Ragusa.  In 
1466 he was again in Ulcinj on his mission to raise awareness and receive aid of the 
Albanian resistance in the war against the Ottomans in 1466/68. In 1469 Skanderbeg’s 
wife and his son Gjon took refuge in Ulcinj on their journey to Italy. So Skanderbeg 
was in constant contact with the territory of Zeta. Useful relations of Albanians with 
Montenegrins helped the fight against common enemies, Ottoman and Venetian 
invaders. 
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